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Will the Minister of OVERSEAS INDIAN AFFAIRS be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government has signed any social security/safety agreements with various countries for the protection of Persons of
Indian Origin (PIOs)/ Non-Resident Indians (NRIs), working there; 

(b) if so, the salient features of these agreements, country-wise; 

(c) whether instances of violation of certain provisions of these agreements by some countries have come to the notice of the
Government during the last three years and if so, the details thereof, country-wise; 

(d) the corrective steps taken by the Government in this regard; 

(e) whether the Government is in negotiation with more countries to sign such agreements; and 

(f) if so, the details thereof and the time by which these agreements are likely to be signed?

Answer

MINISTER OF STATE FOR OVERSEAS INDIAN AFFAIRS (GENERAL V.K. SINGH (RETD.)) 

(a) Yes, Madam. The Government has signed Social Security Agreements (SSAs) with Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg,
Switzerland, Netherlands, Denmark, South Korea, Hungary, Finland, Sweden, the Czech Republic, Norway, Canada, Japan, Austria,
Portugal, Australia and Quebec (Province of Canada) for the protection of Indian professionals working in these countries from
making double contribution of social security in the home country as well as in the host country on the same income. 
(b): The salient features of these Agreements are: 
(i) Exemption from social security contribution for the posted (detached) workers provided the worker is covered under the Indian
social security system and continues to pay his contribution to the Indian system during the period of contract. 
(ii) Exportability of benefits in case of relocation to India or any other country after having made social security contribution. 
(iii) Totalization of the periods of contribution pertaining to both countries for the purpose of assessing eligibility for benefit/pension
under the legislation of each country. 
(iv) It also makes Indian companies more competitive since exemption from social security contribution in respect of their employees
substantially reduces costs. 

(c) & (d): No such instances of violation of any of the provisions of these Agreements have come to the notice of the Government
during the last three years. 

(e) & (f): The Government is in negotiation with various countries to sign such Agreements. Additional countries are also being
identified with whom signing such an agreement would be in the interest of Indian workers/companies. These are international
Agreements, and their successful conclusion depends on the mutual convenience of both the negotiating sides. It is not possible to
indicate a definitive timeline by which they are likely to be signed. 
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